
STAMPS
Merry and Bright

INK
Dark Chocolate Palette Ink
Spring Moss Palette Ink
Pure Poppy Palette Ink
Ripe Avocado Palette Ink

PAPER
2 sheets Pure Poppy cardstock
13 sheets Ripe Avocado cardstock
1 sheet White cardstock
13 sheets Vintage Holiday patterned paper
     – small dots
3 sheets Vintage Holiday patterned paper
     – stripes
2 sheets Vintage Holiday patterned paper 
    – small green circle pattern

OTHER
1 ½ spools Spring Moss Twill 
Jumbo scalloped scissors
Corner rounder
25 small white buttons
Red embroidery floss
25 small epoxy hearts
(will need 50 if completing matching envelopes)

UPPLIES for 25 cardsS
25 (8.25 x 5.5 inch) blocks Ripe Avocado cardstock

25 (1.5 x 4.5 inch) blocks Pure Poppy cardstock

25 (1.25 x 1 inch) blocks White cardstock

25 (3.25 x 5 inch) blocks Vintage Holiday paper – small dots

25 (.75 x 5 inch) strip Vintage Holiday paper - stripes

25 (4 inch) pieces Spring Moss Twill

1.  Fold Ripe Avocado cardstock in half.

2.  Round corners on right edge of Vintage Holiday small dot paper.

3.  Scallop left edge of Vintage Holiday stripes paper and adhere to the 

     underside of left edge of dot paper.  Slightly bend up scallops.

4.  Adhere to center of card.

5.  Wrap and tie Spring Moss Twill around upper portion of Pure Poppy 

     cardstock strip.  Adhere to left edge of card.

6.  Stamp tree outline in Dark Chocolate ink onto Vintage Holiday small

     green circle patterned paper.  Cut out and adhere just under twill.

7.  Stamp tree trunk using Dark Chocolate ink.

8.  Tie white button with red embroidery floss and attach to top of tree.

9.  Stamp “’O Christmas Tree” on white cardstock using Ripe Avocado ink.  

10.  Attach to card front, to the right of Pure Poppy cardstock, just below center.

11.  Adhere epoxy heart.

FOR ENVELOPES:

1.  Use remaining scrap of Vintage Holiday small green circle patterned 

     paper and adhere near bottom right corner.

2.  Stamp 2 trees using Spring Moss ink just above strip and near right edge.

3.  Stamp tree trunks using Dark Chocolate ink.

4.  Stamp “Holiday Greetings” to the left of trees using Dark Chocolate ink.

5.  Stamp a star at the top of both trees using Pure Poppy ink.

6.  Attach small epoxy heart near bottom of one of the stamped trees.

utting & task listC

christmas treeO designed by melissa phillips
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